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Outreach Coordinator Weekly Update
April 12 – 16, 2021
Agoura Hills:
OC engaged A01. IND stated that he is planning on traveling to Florida in the Fall. IND
mentioned having a court date next November. IND has not spoken of this prior to this
engagement. OC to follow up with IND.
OC connected with JT Manwell, Public Safety Liaison, who informed OC that it appears
someone is breaking into the bathroom at Chumash Park and starting a fire on the floor,
possibly for warmth. OC to canvass the park and follow up with JT M.
OC engaged A03 who stated that he sold his old vehicle for cash and is currently making plans
to travel north for work. OC to continue to follow up with IND.
OC connected with JT Manwell who informed OC that the city is changing the locks on the
bathrooms at Chumash Park to deter IND from entering the facility.
OC canvassed Twin Oaks and Agoura Meadows shopping centers daily. No new contacts.
OC canvassed Agoura Rd., T.O. Blvd, and Lindero Canyon blvd several times this week. No
new contacts.
OC located A04 at Lindero Canyon and Agoura Rd. OC gave IND new shoes and two pair of
socks. .
OC attempted to locate A02 at YumYum Doughnuts. IND was not at the location.
Calabasas:
OC checked the Park and Ride twice daily this week. C01 was not at the location in the AM or
PM. The area remains clean and clutter free.
OC canvassed The Commons, The Courtyard, and Civic Center several times this week. No
contacts.
OC checked in with Michael McConville, Management Analyst, who informed OC that C01 was
arrested over the weekend in the Hidden Hills area. IND may have been trespassing.
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Hidden Hills:
OC checked with security at Long Valley Gate. No new contacts.
OC received a request from kerry Kallman, City Manager, regarding a possible
encampment near the intersection of Burbank Blvd and Valley Circle Blvd. OC
checked the area and spoke to a resident who lives across the street who stated that
he had contacted city sanitation regarding the mess. They are scheduled to clean
the area on Friday April 16th. It does not appear to be an encampment, and is possibly
a dumping site. OC to continue to check the area.

Malibu:
OC transported M03 to do laundry. Two individuals were a no show for laundry today.
OC engaged male, 50s. New contact, M07. IND returned to the area four days ago from Ohio.
IND has been gone for a couple of years. IND is traveling with a small dog, Daisy. IND stated
that he wants to buy a van with his stimulus money. OC to connect IND with TPC. OC
discussed housing options with IND who is interested in permanent housing.
OC engaged M09 who was waiting to meet with TPC. IND has an appointment to complete his
housing paperwork. IND stated that he has applied for housing in the past but did not use his
voucher at that time.
OC engaged M07 who stated that he is not going to stay in Malibu. IND arrived last weekend
and has resided in Malibu in the past. IND is considering purchasing a van. IND also stated that
there are low income units that are available in Lake Taho. IND stated that there is a short wait
period of a couple of weeks. OC transported IND to N. Hollywood Greyhound.

OC and SD checked the encampment across from Moonshadows
Restaurant. It appears that the area has been abandoned. There
is no sign of recent activity and the camp remains in the same
condition as OC’s previous inspection. OC updated Susan
Duenas, Public Safety Manager.
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OC and SD and Chris Frost, Public Safety Commission, located an encampment
in the center island off of Bush Dr. And PCH. Three individuals are in that area.
Tony, Lucas and Lilly. Tony is a retired 26 year Marine veteran and is putting his
daughter through school at UCLA. IND is currently working at Pavilions and has
resided in Malibu for approximately two years. Lucas lost his job as a plumber
when COVID-19 shutdowns began. IND also volunteered at the fire department.
Lilly is new to the area and was asleep when the team engaged. More to be
determined on her situation.
LA County is issuing the second dose of COVID-19 Vaccine today, Friday April
16 for individuals experiencing homelessness.
Westlake Village:
OC received a phone call from Carlos, Maintenance at St. Judes Church, stating that A04 had
returned to and is sleeping on the property. Carlos called OC again with an update that IND had
left the area prior to OC’s arrival. OC to follow up with the church.
OC purchased Sandals and Socks at Target for A04. OC attempted to locate IND but was not
successful. IND is in need of new shoes.
OC canvassed St. Judes in an attempt to locate A04. Ind was not at that location but was
located and engaged at Lindero canyon Rd. and Agoura Rd. IND was grateful for the socks and
sandals. IND is not interested in services at this time.
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